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You will need to explore the Lands Between in order to save the world. Join Tarnished, and become a savior of the Elden Ring. FEATURES: - Unique View of the Lands Between The Lands Between is a vast world where various dimensions overlap. - A Detailed World
Map Every location in the Lands Between can be viewed from an angle, making it easy to find a place you can explore. - Endless Dungeon We all dream of facing a challenge. The myriad dungeons of the Lands Between are no different. - Realistic RPG Mechanics All

RPG elements, such as party management, equipment, skills, stats, and equipment effects, are all realistically implemented, to deliver an action experience you can enjoy. - An Epic Story with a Unique Scale The story begins where the world ends. An epic struggle has
begun between good and evil, and those who fall in either camp will face a disastrous fate. This game is closed to new players. We have been waiting for a while but it doesn’t seem to be ending anytime soon. A lot of its files were taken from other ROMs so it’s hard to
know how far along in development they are. We are using the zen mode, set to Japanese, but other languages are also available. We are working around the clock to get 1.0 out there. New players can also find their way to the romfilepages that will be linked off the
post on this blog. I have no idea why you people are not going for zen mode. Oh yeah, no one is. We love it when it comes to Japanese games. You’ll all be missing out on some fun then. Japanese only. That’s the concept of this site. Yeah yeah, everyone knows that,
but still some people in here don’t know about it. I’m all about the whole “opening the door to a brand new world”, I’m all about it. (Except of course, when I’m a tiny bit older and realize that all the fun stuff was planned to begin with.) But I do get it. (If you want to

see some of the older members of this site play the game, just log into the site and click on their names. You’ll see some funny stuff) Gosh, it’s too easy to knock everything the Z.V

Elden Ring Features Key:
New fantasy action RPG

A vast open world with open fields and huge dungeons
Build your own character and fully customize the appearance

Customize various aspects of your character in the RPG Maker MV Editor, and experiment with the artwork and other settings from hundreds of choices
Uncut cutscenes with a high quality feel

Stay alerted to the presence of threats nearby, and alert others to danger when necessary
Accept quests from NPCs and become stronger through story quests and other events.

Can participate in asynchronous online play with other players in the same world, and it can be played offline from the original product
Can participate in asynchronous online play with other players in the same world, and it can be played offline from the original product
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The mysterious and exciting fantasy world of BRELTHA
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